Advanced Functional Medicine

Functional Medicine Addresses The Underlying Cause Of A Disease As Opposed To Using Medications That Only Mask Symptoms. By Using The Latest Technology In Diagnostic Testing, It Allows Us To Uncover Many Overlooked Medical Conditions.

Therapeutic Injections For Pain Management: Types Of ...

This Article Focuses On The Use Of Therapeutic Injections (see The Image Below) To Treat Acute And Chronic Pain Syndromes. Discussion Of This Topic Begins With An Overview Of Regional Anesthesia, Which Includes The Pharmacology Of Frequently Administered Medications And Basic Information Regarding Equipment And Safety.

Advanced Biomedical Research : Free Full Text Articles ...

Adv Biomed Res, Official Publication Of Isfahan University Of Medical Sciences.Iran

Post-fundoplication Symptoms And Complications: Diagnostic ...

Post-fundoplication Symptoms And Complications: Diagnostic Approach And Treatment SÅ-ritomas Y Complicaciones Postfunduplicatura: Abordaje DiagnÄºstico Y Tratamiento à†

Assessment In Medical Education | NEJM

This Article In The Medical Education Series Provides A Conceptual Framework For And A Brief Update On Commonly Used And Emerging Methods Of Assessment, Discusses The Strengths And Limitations Of Each Method, And Identifies Several Major Challenges In Assessing Professional Competence And Performance.

Plasmapheresis/Plasma Exchange/Therapeutic Apheresis ...

Number: 0285. Policy. Aetna Considers Plasmapheresis (PP), Plasma Exchange (PE), Or Therapeutic Apheresis Medically Necessary For Any Of The Following Indications:

Challenges Of Glycosylation Analysis And Control: An ...

Challenges Of Glycosylation Analysis And Control: An Integrated Approach To Producing Optimal And Consistent Therapeutic Drugs

Vaccine - Wikipedia

A Vaccine Is A Biological Preparation That Provides Active Acquired Immunity To A Particular Disease.A Vaccine Typically Contains An Agent That Resembles A Disease-causing Microorganism And Is Often Made From Weakened Or Killed Forms Of The Microbe, Its Toxins, Or One Of Its Surface Proteins.

Medicine - Wikipedia

Medicine Is The Science And Practice Of The Diagnosis, Treatment, And Prevention Of Disease.Medicine Encompasses A Variety Of Health Care Practices Evolved To Maintain And Restore Health By The Prevention And Treatment Of Illness.

Prostate Cancer | Uroweb

The Prostate Cancer (PCa) Guidelines Panel Have Prepared This Guidelines Document To Assist Medical Professionals In The Evidence-based Management Of PCa.

Capsule Endoscopy - Medical Clinical Policy Bulletins | Aetna

Thus, Capsule Endoscopy Cannot Completely Replace Conventional Endoscopy For The Evaluation Of Diseases Involving The Esophagus And Its Clinical Value As A Screening Technique For Suspected Barrett's Esophagus Remains Unclear.

Advanced Healthcare Materials - Wiley Online Library

Nanomedicine Is Emerging As Effective Therapeutic Strategy For Cancer Therapy. In Addition, Cancer Nanomedicine Is At The Interface Of Several Diverse Fields And This, Taken Together With The Complexities Of Nanomedicine And Cancer, Requires A Multidisciplinary Effort To Advance The Understanding And Development Of Cancer-specific Nanomedicine ...

Strategies For Preparing Albumin-based Nanoparticles For ...


Lekarski Poradnik JÂ™zykowy

Serwis PoÂ-wÂłÂczycony JÂ™zykowi Lekarskiemu I OgÂłnie JÂ™zykowi Polskiemu, A SzczegÅ„nie PoprawnoÂ-ci JÂ™zykowej, Budowie Prac Medycznych Naukowych I Terminologii Medycznej

Chronic Pelvic Pain | Uroweb

1. INTRODUCTION 1.1. Aim. This Guideline Plays An Important Role In The Process Of Consolidation And Improvement Of Care For Patients With Abdominal And Pelvic Pain.